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A classic collection of over 1,400 Alaskan recipes to delight those who love the North's
traditional fare.

Silverton, who hails from the renowned Los Angeles bakery for which this book is named, goes
back to square one in Breads for the La Brea Bakery: the yeast. While commercial yeast may
work, using it doesn't really get to the essence of good bread or good bread making. Her book
describes the two-week process required to create a starter the old-fashioned way. Once that is
done, there are breads, pretzels, bagels, and a host of other good things to bake.From
Publishers WeeklyBread is beautiful when it is made with time, care and honest ingredients; the
same is true of cookbooks, and this is a beautiful cookbook. Silverton, a world-class pastry chef
and owner of L.A.'s Campanile restaurant and La Brea Bakery, offers breadmaking instructions
so meticulous that one gets the feeling she's divulging valuable trade secrets. Her breads are
sourdough breads that depend on sourdough starter, a simple combination of flour and water
left out where it can catch wild yeasts. Silverton explains the 14-day, once-in-a-lifetime process
of creating the starter and the ongoing process of maintaining it. She then describes the starter
and its variations and shows how they can be incorporated into a variety breads. Specialties
include Walnut Bread, Rustic Olive-herb Bread, Chocolate Sour Cherry Bread and Red Pepper
Scallion Bread. Lists of equipment and sources of supplies are included. Her beautifully
designed book will appeal to dedicated cooks and perfectionists who are patient and brave
enough to make mistakes along the way to breads, rolls, focaccia, pretzels, bagels, waffles and
even-woof-dog biscuits.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library
JournalSilverton and her husband (Mark Peel and Nancy Silverton at Home, LJ 2/15/94) are the
chef/owners of Campanile restaurant and La Brea Bakery in Los Angeles. Silverton is a talented
baker, both of sweets (Desserts by Nancy Silverton, HarperCollins, 1986) and savory baked
goods. Here she offers the recipes for her popular breads and her extensive knowledge of bread
baking. The subtitle might be "for the dedicated connoisseur" because every recipe but one
relies on a basic starter that takes 14 days to get going (intended to be a one-time undertaking)
and three "feedings" daily to maintain it, but ambitious bakers will certainly want to try Silverton's
recipes. Others will find Amy Scherber and Toy Kim Dupree's Amy's Bread (LJ 4/15/96) a more
accessible approach to the secrets of artisan baking, but the two books complement each other
well, and Silverton's is another valuable addition to this growing genre. Highly
recommended.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.ReviewNowhere is the American
urge toward quality and freshness more apparent than it is in bread making. And nowhere, in my
experience, is the urge purer or more dedicated than in Nancy Silverton's Bread From the La
Brea Bakery. -- The New York Times Book Review, Richard FlasteFrom the Back CoverAt almost



any time of the day, people are lined up on the sidewalk outside the La Brea Bakery waiting to
buy its extraordinary bread. Connected to Campanile, the successful Los Angeles restaurant,
the bakery has grown by leaps and bounds since it opened in 1989. Now Nancy Silverton, a
onetime pastry chef at Michael's, the original pastry chef at the world-famous Spago, and today
quite simply the best bread baker in the country, shares her magical La Brea Bakery recipes,
painstakingly crafted during years of trial and error, here perfected and adapted for home
bakers. This beautifully illustrated, ultrasophisticated cook-book is also accessible and user-
friendly. Before the baking even begins, Silverton carefully and lovingly explains the wonder of
bread alchemy: how to grow a yeasted starter (the secret of truly great bread), and how that
starter interacts with a bread's other elements to bring about a firm yet light inside and a crispy,
crusty outside. Then come the recipes, which range from the whimsical (Raisin Brioche, Red
Pepper-Scallion Bread, and Fig-Anise Bread) to the practical (Baguettes, Bagels, and
Hamburger Buns) to the sublime (Pumpkin Bread, Mushroom Bread, and, perhaps best of all,
Chocolate-Sour Cherry Bread). Silverton even creates incomparable pretzels, croissants, onion
rings, and dog biscuits (which can double as infant teething biscuits). Designed for the novice
and expert baker alike, Nancy Silverton's Breads from the La Brea Bakery is an instant must-
have classic - a back-to-basics approach that will delight, inspire, and satisfy bread lovers
everywhere.About the AuthorNancy Silverton is the co-owner of Osteria Mozza, Pizzeria Mozza,
Chi Spacca, and Mozza2Go in Los Angeles, Singapore, and Newport Beach, California. She is
the founder of the La Brea Bakery and is the only chef ever to be awarded both the Outstanding
Chef and Outstanding Pastry Chef awards from the James Beard Foundation. Silverton is the
author of numerous cookbooks, including Mozza at Home, The Mozza Cookbook, A Twist of the
Wrist, Nancy Silverton’s Sandwich Book, Nancy Silverton’s Pastries from the La Brea
Bakery (recipient of a 2000 Food & Wine Best Cookbook Award), Nancy Silverton’s Breads from
the La Brea Bakery, and Desserts.Read more
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Recipes from the Last Frontier
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Roxanne, “informative. Would like good pictures”

bowler300, “Alaska cook book. I have one and just love it so I got one for a good friend of mine,
and she loves it as well”

Claudia, “A smartalec getting a more then pleasant surprise. I ordered this book because I
wanted a good laugh over the odd things people are willing to eat.Let me tell you something; yes
there is some pretty odd recipes in there, but this book is the BIBLE when it comes to wild game,
fowel and seafood cooking. When I read the recipe for roast deer leg, I could almost taste it. I
see fish recipes that I will most definitely try.This book also has a chapter of foraged foods and
how to prepare them, preserving (some) meat and fish and it even has recipes for pastries that,
even though the ingredients arent what you'd expect to use in cookies for example, sound
absolutely delicious.I highly recomend this book if you like any wild game, fowel or seafood.”

Peter S. Oleson, “25 year alaskan. This cookbook seems to do well for people who need
direction. It has moments of humor, which is paramount in my decision to rate it as well as I
have.As one who has eaten muktuk, and ground, as well as anyone can, their way around a sea
cucumber, I didn't see anyone mention how good the eggs of shrimp taste after you boil them, or
the divine chewiness of the abalone when you are out of port many miles and have nothing to
eat but what you can catch.I've been away from home for 12 years now, I can't wait to get
back.Moose is better than beef, if you spend most of your life eating moose.”

Roy W. Latham, “The lesson is "keep it simple". I had no idea that a whole porcupine could be
cooked by throwing it on hot coals and burning off the quills. This could change the face of
suburban barbecue. The whole book is a delight in many ways. It gives a real sense of people
who depend upon the bounty of nature, and make the best use of the great things they have. It
would be worthwhile just for the read, but there is good advice on cooking game and seafood.
The recipes are mostly simple, no lavish sauces here. The message is a basic one: if you have
great stuff to start with, there is no need to doll it up. The great chef James Beard said his
favorite foods were raw apples and raw oysters -- things that require no cooking at all. It's worth
pondering.”

Wade&Sara, “Wonderful cookbook!!. Love love Love this book! Great resource for making all
kinds of meals and living off the land! Additionally there are tons of substitutions if you don’t have
all of the ingredients.”

Nannette A. Piasini, “Currant recipes. Within the pages of this book I found recipes to use
currants beyond the wine and jelly cliche's.  Thank you Anne Chandonnet.”



Susan Brown, “Cooking Alaskan. I have an earlier version of this book that I love, this is a gift for
someone headed to Alaska so that they can enjoy some of the more interesting foods available.
Mine has a recipe for Jellied Moose Nose on the cover which calls for a moose as the first
ingredient wish that cover was still available.”

Nina M., “Umfangreiches Kochbuch. Ich habe das Kochbuch zur Ergänzung meiner
umfangreichen Sammlung gekauft und muss sagen, aufgrund der vielen, ganz klar lokal
inspirierten Rezepte lohnt sich der Kauf auf jeden Fall. Was ich vermisse sind ansprechende
Bildern, und manche Zutaten sind auch nur schwierig zu bekommen. Dennoch kann man viele
Rezepte daraus nachkochen und so auf kulinarische Entdeckungsreise gehen. Für Vegetarier
und Veganer ist dieses Kochbuch eher nicht geeignet, ansonsten nicht zuletzt aufgrund des
günstigen Preises durchaus empfehlenswert.”

Marc Cuchi, “Completisimo. Completa guia de la gastronomia alaskeña que incluye incluso
salsas basicas. Muy sencillo de seguir y con recetas increibles. Recomendable.”

"mu-chu3840", “             .                                                      
                                                                                 
                                                                 ”

The book by Sondra Bernstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 88 people have provided feedback.
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